
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Foulkelore Unveils Debut Album "Egregore," in Collaboration with SEM Records, Redefining 
Musical Boundaries with a Fusion of Hip Hop, Experimental Sounds, and Cinematic Elements  

Las Vegas, NV Jan. 2024– Foulkelore, the brainchild of Musician and Composer Mike Rupe, 
marks its transition from a creative, multimedia storytelling outlet to a groundbreaking musical 
project with the release of its debut album, "Egregore." Set to captivate audiences with its 
eclectic blend of hip hop, experimental sounds, multi-cultural influences, and cinematic 
elements, the album is slated for a digital release on January 5, 2024.  



Foulkelore's evolution into a musical force is amplified by its current partnership with SEM 
Records, a Las Vegas-based music label owned by Jay Wasley, known for his role on the hit 
Discovery Channel show Ghost Adventures. This collaboration adds a unique layer to 
Foulkelore's narrative, bringing together the expertise of SEM Records with the innovative vision 
of Foulkelore.  

Foulkelore's musical journey began as an exploration of creativity and multimedia storytelling, 
evolving organically into a project that refuses to be confined by genre boundaries. The artist's 
commitment to experimentation and innovation is evident throughout "Egregore," as Foulkelore 
seamlessly weaves together a tapestry of sounds that transcend traditional definitions.  

The album's title, "Egregore," reflects Foulkelore's intent to create a collective, shared energy 
through its music, transcending individual experiences. The tracklisting showcases the diversity 
of Foulkelore's sonic palette:  

Faded Memories (4:55)  
Interlude 1 (The Space Between) (2:18)  
Dream State (5:44)  
Interlude 2 (By the Water) (2:00)  
Sunday (3:26)  
Interlude 3 (Desert Winds) (2:40)  
Egregore/Five (7:05)  

Fans and music enthusiasts can experience the innovative sounds of Foulkelore's "Egregore" 
by visiting the official album link: https://foulkelore.bandcamp.com/album/egregore  

Foulkelore's commitment to pushing musical boundaries ensures that "Egregore'' is just the 
beginning, with future releases promising even more exploration and experimentation in the 
realm of sound. Stay tuned for a musical journey that defies convention and invites listeners to 
embrace a boundless and free form expression of art.  

For media inquiries, interviews, or review copies, please contact:  
MIKE RUPE / SEM RECORDS 
foulkeloremusic@gmail.com 
https://www.simpleequationsmedia.com/s-projects-side-by-side 
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